Installation instructions

OUTDOOR STONE CABINETS

Tools needed:
A. 4” grinder w/ diamond blade
B. Drill w/ 1/2” masonry bit
C. Construction adhesive (PL)
D. 3/4” socket wrench

Hardware needed:
E. Machine bolts (1/2” x 5”)
F. Nuts and washers (1/2”)
G. Red heads (1/2” x 6”)
H. Triangle blocks
I. Shims

Installation
1. Provide level flat concrete pad. (4” thick min.)
2. Set cabinets level and plumb (use shims provided)
3. Apply construction adhesive
4. Bolt cabinets together w/triangle blocks(fig. 1A)
   DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN
5. Install red heads. DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN
6. Install “end caps” w/construction adhesive
7. Cut out for appliances
8. Apply finishes

FIG. 1A